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Equalities is a pillar and central plank of our union and the price of equality is eternal vigilance and 
determination to �ght to preserve and improve equality. Ten years on, the Equalities Act must be 
fought for in these di�cult times, it is important we protect our rights going forward.

Jane Stewart Womens Seat     
Member 30269599  NW/9704M (Unilever (Port Sunlight) Branch)

Equalities is at the heart of our union; I have had the honour of representing Unite women on the EC and would be honoured to continue the 
work with the other equality strands. Women have been disproportionately a�ected by brutal Tory policies. With continued attacks on our 
rights and anticipated e�ects of Brexit and automation, I believe I have the determination and experience to represent the women of our union. 

Susan Matthews BAEM Seat     
Member 15107714  LE / 763 Branch 

 Our union’s BAEM representative must be unwavering, I believe my fortitude and endurance will stand me in good stead to continue my 
work on the Executive Council. If elected I will organise and develop potential leaders within the BAEM membership and campaign for the 
improvement of BAEM representation throughout the union and society. 

Jenny Douglas LGBT+ Seat 

Member 13326312  SC/79/1 (Dundee City Council Branch) 

Working with my fellow EC members has resulted in many positive outcomes for LGBT+ members, and has raised the LGBT+ pro�le signi�cantly. 
Workers and communities will face many new challenges and a strong EC is needed to lead the �ghtback. I believe I have the experience, 
strength and voice to ensure that our hard fought for rights are protected and enhanced and I would be honoured to continue this work. 

 Sean McGovern Disabled Members Seat
Member 14171043  LE/785 (North London Voluntary Sector Branch) 

Disabled people have felt the full force of this savage government’s austerity measures, they have been systematically targeted by cuts in 
bene�ts and services. Disabled people, whether in the work place or not, face barriers, I believe disabled members are entitled to strong a 
knowledgeable voice on the EC, and I feel I am that voice.

 James Mason Young Members Seat
Member 20638760  NW63 Branch 

The future of Unite and the labour movement is reliant on recruiting young people and having more young members as shop stewards. I am 
seeking election to continue the hard work of creating a diverse and strong youth members section within our union, I believe I have the 
skills to fully represent young members on the EC and embolden them to develop within our trade union structure to improve the lot of all 
young people. 

Phil Wiseman Retired Members Seat  

Member 31996405  NW/0538 Branch 

I have campaigned all my life to �ght for workers’ rights, pay, pensions and conditions and on that basis, in retirement, I have continued to 
defend our retired members. I have been a strong voice on our EC for retired members and would seek you support to continue this work. 
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